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Interview

with Yasir
& Sharoon

How has the ﬁve-year journey been like?
Yasir: It doesn’t seem like its been 5 years! It has
been pretty crazy, there were ups & downs, but
the last two to three years have been quite
interesting & tiring at the same time! Its been a fun
ride over-all.
“Yaqeen nai ata kay paanch saal hogaye hain”
Sharoon: When you’re starting oﬀ nature of
challenges are very diﬀerent, there was a doubt
back then whether this will work or not work, but
after three years we thought we had laid
foundations and knew we are going in the right
direction. First & second years were years of lot of
questioning, lot of experimentation, by third year
we could see we were headed in the right
direction
Looking back – its been a very happening set of
years!
“From ﬁrst year to ﬁfth year, kabhi aisa nahi laga,
hum uthain aur kahain aaj kya karna chahyiye, Aisi
kabhi stage hi nahi aayi”

During ﬁrst year, did you guys have any
second thoughts?
Yasir: Never in ﬁve years did we feel that we have
made a mistake, we have always felt happy about
it, but yes can say one thing that if we had left our
jobs earlier, we would have regretted it, cause the
time we spent at Unilever – they were worthwhile!
We learnt a lot. Had we hopped on to this right
after college, it would not have been the same at
all.

Why did you join hands with Yasir?
In the last one year at Unilever, Yasir & I would end
up working late on many occasions, and during
these late night conversations, ideas started to
bounce oﬀ with each other. I showed my concern
to Yasir that this corporate career cant really go on,

there has to be a way out. And Yasir being Yasir, he
comes back and shares that while he was in Lahore
for Unilever assignment – he had already
registered a company 2 years back, but never had
the courage to do anything about it.
So basically that’s how it started: one guy aﬃrming
the action., and the other guy taking it forward,
and so on so forth. And then amidst all these
conversations and brainstorming, we decided to
take a 2 week holiday to ﬁgure things out, we built
some rubbish excel plans on Tezman (completely
sensesless), went to FBR, got the company
registered, and appeared in our oﬃce after our
leaves and we told our bosses that its time to call
quits!

Why did you join hands with Sharoon?
Sharoon & I used to sit together on the same ﬂoor,
infact right next to each other at Unilever and
because of that we bonded quite well! The most
important part is that both of us have a
like-minded approach and have that trust factor
which made it easier for us to work together. The
fundamental approach was that we had no conﬂict
against each other’s value system. We think alike
most of the time, even while diverging on certain
points, our goals and value systems aligned with
each other. Partners in a startup pull each other
and that is what Sharoon & I have been doing
together. Of course, It also had a fair amount of
luck involved where we took a bet moving
forward, and it worked out well!
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One thing you guys are most proud of
when you look back
Yasir: Ability to create an impact while creating a
startup - created out of practically nothing!
Im most proud of this movement and tribe that we
have created!
Sharoon: For me there are two things;
1) When I see a stream of 70 people and worked
with half of them & seeing their journey and how
they have grown in this organization & what they
have accomplished, I feel proud that I could
contribute to their growth!
2) When customers compliment that because of
our solutions life became a bit better, and that in
these 5 years these 30 testimonials from 30
organizations – it means a lot to me!

Memorable Moments
1) We were tied with cash in the early days, we
had hired Graduate Trainees, but didn’t have the
means to pay them. We were thinking “Cash
Kahan say layein”, one opportunity came where
one of our customers said we want a product, but

within thirty days!!! Well we spoke to our team and
showed them the roadmap & made it happen.
In reward to completing the project thought “will
go have fun and party hard – poori company ko lay
jaiengay Astola Island”. Well turns out our bus
broke down in the middle of Balochistan – where
we heard all sorts of stories about people being
killed, we were shit scared as we had 20 other
people as our responsibility. It was a funny incident
but a SCARY one!
“One experience that I will probably never forget”
– Sharoon
2) Packing Tezman Ramadan Hampers – packing
daal, chawal, masala the whole night & delivering
them the next day!!!!

What special message would you like to
give your team?
We would like to thank each & everyone, for being
one of the best team in the world! Thank you for
your contribution to build this wonderful
organization!

And then Khurram entered, watch the whole video for real time expressions!!
https://retailistancom-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/raazia_nadeem_salesﬂo_com/EU0Z0fru8mtCqJ9JSiAi
BxQBkUUAqe6agBmRDycktTnxFw?e=OsKPf9
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Ten

Commandments
of working at Salesﬂo

1. Thou shalt not ask Afsar to make tea/coﬀee for
you, can ask Rasheed though!
2. Thou shalt not spare new hires for ﬁrst
salary treat
3. Thou shalt ﬁght for the “remote” access
4. Thou shalt play table tennis at 5:30pm sharp
5. Thou shalt befriend Kamal for "Biryani & Palla
Fish" when in Hyderabad
6. Thou shalt sit in meeting rooms, like you own it!
7. Thou shalt discuss lunch options every day at
12:30pm, and eventually order from Gabbarz!
8. Thou shalt come to oﬃce before your boss,
for some it may mean 8:00am
9. Thou shalt wish “happy birthday” on
Salesﬂo All group
10. Thou shalt not call cycling a stupid sport
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@salesflo

Happenings

Super Salesﬂo Chefs

Remotely enjoying a super interactive live cooking
session with Shazreh Iqbal Khan, a professional chef &
baker. Our team made super easy mango mousse,
showing oﬀ their culinary skills to each other!

Motivational Mondays

Virtual Guest Speaker – Dr. Sara Khurram Haider,
Co-Founder of Sehat Kahani spoke about her
journey and how how one should keep going in
times of adversity - exactly what our team needed in
these uncertain times!

Go Live

National Foods Pakistan & RedBull have also joined
the Salesﬂo Bandwagon, with their ﬁrst distribution
Go Live in May, 2020 . Achievement Unlocked!
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@salesflo

Happenings

Mental Well-Being Session

As part of our wellness initiatives, we collaborated
with Sehat Kahani to conduct a one hour session on
Mental Well-Being during Covid-19 lead by a
professional clinical psychologist – Ayesha Motiwala.
We covered a handful of topics from anxiety and
stress to problems of working from home.

Virtual Graduate Trainee
Recruitment Drive

This year due to Covid-19 pandemic, Salesﬂo held
its ﬁrst ever online recruitment process across
Pakistan consisting of IQ Test, Screening
Interviews, Assessment Centre & Final Interview
Round! Leonardo said: Learning never exhausts
the mind”

Photography competition winners
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Gratitude

2020!

We asked: Is there anything you are
grateful for in 2020?

People said……
Grateful for my friends & family.
I'm grateful of having the strength to be consistent with my ﬁtness.
Grateful that I've helped others more than my capability.
I am grateful for getting my job at Salesﬂo.
Grateful for having a job, family, health and everything while a lot
of people are out of job.
Grateful for this beautiful life and all its experiences.
I am grateful of the setbacks that have formed me and made
me stronger.
I am grateful to be alive!
I am grateful for having a roof over my head, clothes to
wear, food to eat and a family to share my ups & downs!

One

Minute with
Muhammad Hamza

Choose a movie title for the story of your life.
Tamasha
What is the nerdiest thing you do in your spare
time?
Read Books / Play Chess
Do you have any strange phobias?
Cynophobia- (A dog biting me no reason)
List three things on your bucket list?
IEuro Trip, Sky Diving , Hajj
If you were to change your name, what name would
you change to and why?
John Wick- Bec mera name meri marzi
If you could kill any fashion trend forever what
would it be?
Chusst Pajamaz
What skill do you think everyone should have?
Peoples’ Skill

If you had to delete all but three apps from your
smartphone, which ones would you keep?
Outlook, SoundCloud, HBR
Which song can you listen to all day long?
Mera Bichra Yar- Strings
What would you do with your “15 minutes of
fame”?
Broadcast and communicate the importance of
self-love and self-growth in life
Would you rather live in the ocean or on the moon?
In the Ocean as Aqua-man
If you could have the power of teleportation right
now, where would you go and why
Amsterdam- to enjoy the cultural, vibrant and
colorful life of the city
If you could add a word to the dictionary what
would you add and what would it mean?
ACHA – (A lot of meanings, depending on the tone,
ACHA , ACHAAA , ACHAAAWWWW etc. )

Who has inﬂuenced you most when it comes to
how you approach your work?
Simon Sinek- His ideology of approaching work and
life with true sense of meaning and value creation
for everyone involved has inﬂuenced my
interactions with people and work.

Are you an early bird or a night owl?
Early Owl- I wake up early and I sleep late.
What’s your most embarrassing oﬃce story?
I was enjoying music on headphones and moving to
the beats on the balcony of oﬃce and someone
made a video of me doing it. Someone, Please don’t
share that video
5 years ago as a fresh graduate, why did you join
salesﬂo?
I saw potential in the boys: p
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Baba Jee

ko sub maloom hai
Baba Jee hamari kismet kab khulay gee?
Jannat ki chaabi dhoondo, kismet khud khul hi jaye gii!

Baba Jee yeh Jugnu walay itney cool kyun bantey hain?
Beta tumhay kyun itnay kaantay chubh rahay hain, cool honay kay liye pehlay fool bhi
banna parhta hai!

Baba Jee mai AWS exam mai pass toh hojaoon ga na?
Apna time ayega, subka time ayega, Kaun bola tujhsay na hopayega?

Baba Jee mujhay patla hona hai, kya karun?
Toh aisa hai, khaana peena chordoh, aur bus hawwa khao! Do haftay mai pait andar, mera
special totka!
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Team

Spotlight

Team Lead

Saman Qasim

Q. How many testers does it take to change a light bulb?
A. None. Testers do not ﬁx problems; they just ﬁnd them.
Presenting to you our QA team, who is always ready to
shake things up before a big release!

Muhammad Anas
1) Explain your role in one line

Mahad Siddiqui
1) Explain your role in one line

Honestly, I don’t even know what I’m doing here.

Thoughtful

Disturbing the CD Development team, especially
Roohan :P

2) Who is more likely to be late for meetings?

2) Who is more likely to be late for meetings?

Boss Saman

Rakesh

Hmmm…Rakesh!

3) Who is more likely to take a nap during
work hours?

3) Who is more likely to take a nap during
work hours?

Sheheryar

Sheheryar :P

4) How would you describe your team in one
word?

4) How would you describe your team in one
word?

1) Explain your role in one line

Optimista

2) Who is more likely to be late for meetings?
3) Who is more likely to take a nap during
work hours?
That’s me unfortunately

4) How would you describe your team in one
word?
Always motivated.

Hawk Eyes.
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Tazeen Ahmed

Rakesh Kumar

Sheheryar A. Baig

1) Explain your role in one line

1) Explain your role in one line

1) Explain your role in one line

A girl which laugh also in serious moments.

2) Who is more likely to be late for meetings?
Rakesh and Saman :P

3) Who is more likely to take a nap during
work hours?

I think it’s me, Mahad, Anas and sometime Saman :P
jab chai na mile to neend barhe :P

4) How would you describe your team in one
word?

CID of Salesﬂo! Bug ko dhundte jao dhundte jao :P

On a normal day at Salesﬂo, our role varies! One day
it could be creating an automation script and other
day, it could be playing around with the system to
ﬁnd the glitches and obviously pass this to the
developers to ﬁx it. OR We Break it, You buy it.

2) Who is more likely to be late for meetings?
Ofcourse, Me (Rakesh).

3) Who is more likely to take a nap during
work hours?
It’s obviously Mahad!

4) How would you describe your team in one
word?
Ahaaaa... Runtime Terror

We are always bad in someone’s story (especially
developers) but trust me we are the conﬁdence for
our system.

2) Who is more likely to be late for meetings?
This seems to be a simple question. So yeah
Rakesh can get late sometimes.

3) Who is more likely to take a nap during
work hours?

ME ME ME!!!! After working for hours we used to
take 15 min power nap to avoid dullness. Trust me
this is a good excuse XD

4) How would you describe your team in one
word?
Our team is like a mixture of ﬁre and water. If one
gets ﬁre, other treats them like water and teach
each other many things which is essential for our
careers.
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Muhammad Hamza
Suﬁ boss
First love of SIr Sharoon :p
Ghabrana nahi hai!
Megamind
Rocker

Zehra Saad
Kamal Shams
Main hoon na
Papa smurf
Big Daddy
Jack-of-all-trades
Baba fooka

Silent girl
Amante de cafe
(Lover of coﬀee)
Remote/Report rocker
Following her dreams

Titles

Galore!

Faizan Javed

Rabbia Iqbal
Ahsan Hanif
Nice bro
Detective
Butt sahab
Naan pai sab
Food before anything

Miss Burger
Traveler
Main hun na
Look busy be busy
Kabhi khushi kabhi ghum

Jigar
Loud speaker
Verticle limits
Forever treat-y
Entertainer
Minar e Pakistan

Saman Qasim

Hamza Khan
Mr right
Tech freak
P & phundru
Science dan
Einstein

The mother duck
Phuppo
Design ﬁrst testing last
Ladaka Tayara JF-17
Strict teacher

Shahnawaz Rajper

Saman Farooq
Snow white
Chalako masi
Healthy boss
Lahore se Karachi tak

Sir yeh tou koi masla he nahin
Koi sune na sune Shahnawaz
to sune ga
Raja gi

Shahmir Khan
Jack-of-all-trades
Ayaash boss
Chulbul panday
Chaotic creativity
Johny bravo

Recommendations

What are people reading?

What are people watching?

Rich Dad Poor Dad by
Robert Kiyosaki

The book highlights the importance of
ﬁnancial literacy by explaining the most
complex concepts in simple ways. It
debunks the myth that having more
money will solve our problems.
Raazia Nadeem

The Rosie Project by
Graeme Simsion

Fun, easy read about a scientist who is
severely socially challenged and ends
up saying insulting things to people
with the intention of being purely
honest. He goes out to ﬁnd a wife and
the rest you can image the hilarious
experiences him and his dating
partners go through!
Hina Shaukat

Pataal Lok

Pataal Lok on Amazon Prime is a short
9-episode series that will deﬁnitely
keep you awake on a binge-watch
session. Best thing about the series is
that they show how Indian
Intelligence tries to put everything on
neighboring international agencies by
going as far as planting fake proof.
Hina Shaukat

Into the night

Into the night is a six-episode Belgian
apocalyptic sci-ﬁ thrilling series on
Netflix that keeps you at the edge of
your seat in every episode. It revolves
around on how passengers trapped in
an airplane are trying to survive a
cosmic apocalypse.
Rabbia Iqbal
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Recommendations

What are people cooking?
Chicken Achari

Craving some Chicken Achari? Our chef Muhammad Anas
has shared his secret recipe to satisfy our desi palette!
Ingredients
Chicken 1kg
Cooking Oil 3-5 tbsp
Onion 1-2 piece
Cumin (zeera) 1 tsp
Green Chili 2 pieces (chopped)
Ginger Garlic Paste 1 tbsp
Tomato Paste (3-5 tomato)
Salt as per taste

Serves
4-5

Cooking time
1 hr

Method
Stove top

Diﬃculty level
Intermediate

Turmeric 1 tsp
Red Chili Powder 1 tbsp
Red Chili Crushed 1 tsp
Coriander Powder (dhania powder) 1 tsp
Cumin Powder (zeera powder) 1 tsp
Fennel (sounf) ½ tsp
Mustard Seeds (rai kay danay)½ tsp
Fenugreek Seeds (methi dana) ½ tsp
Nigella Seeds (kalongi)½ tsp
Pickle Chopped (Achaar) 1-2piece
Water half cup

Instructions
1. In a cooking pot, add cooking oil, onion, cumin, green chilies and fry until light
brown.
2. Now, add ginger & garlic paste, chicken and cook for 2-3 minutes until chicken
color change.
3. Next, add tomato paste, salt, turmeric, red chili powder, red chili crushed, coriander
powder, cumin powder, fennel, mustard seeds, fenugreek seeds, nigella seeds, pickle
chopped, mixed them well.
4. Add water and steam it for 8-12 minutes on low ﬂame until chicken is done.
5. Now use ginger, green chili, green coriander for garnishing. Your tasty Chicken
Achari is ready to serve.

Ginger, green coriander, green chili as Garnish
Volume Q2-2020 | InSync
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Going back in time ...

And some more memories ...

@Salesflo

5 Year Journey

Muhammad Hamza

Hamza Khan

Watch the video to hear what they have to say about their journey at Salesﬂo
https://retailistancom-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/raazia_nadeem_salesﬂo_com
/EugvOVcUfQhOqabj_NnNxv4BBsNIhnRk7_yXowa9jvxG9w?e=KaQZ9n

Shahnawaz A. Rajper

Kamal Shams

SayHello

to our new
Graduate Trainees!

Zoha Salani
Habib University
Hometown: Karachi
Q1. What makes you unique?
I’m a middle child. There is nothing
unique about a middle child. :p
Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
Ok, so there was this one time
when I stalked a person before
meeting them. Although the
meeting went well, but I
accidentally gave away a few of her
personal info which I found on
facebook that she hadn’t told me
yet.
Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
I’m spring, simply because I'm a bit
too lively and chirpy.
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Hasan Zafar
Institute of Business
Administration (IBA)
Hometown: Karachi
Q1. What makes you unique?
The ability to remain insanely calm
under pressure or in a crisis. It
allows me to take time to gauge
the situation and ﬁnd a solution
through what can be done in that
moment. I like to think I am a
creative person and I like letting my
ideas ﬂow, and this ability to think
straight under pressure is one
aspect to it that has given me lots
of crazy, high adrenaline stories.

Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
It was the Gala Awards Night at an
AIESEC National Conference in
Lahore back in 2018. Out of
nowhere, they call my name out,
and as it turns out I had won a
national award which I had no clue
about. People start clapping, I go up
on stage in front of 500 or more
people, they hand over the mic to
me….and I thank the wrong person
for the award. NOT Once, but four
or ﬁve times. “I would like to thank
Ayzah for…” and poor Ayzah was
sitting in the crowd hiding her face
like what is wrong with this dude.
Getting caught oﬀ guard is the
worst.
Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
Spring! Nothing better than
outdoor sports like swimming and
basketball along with cold
milkshakes, drinks and ice cream in
the spring season. Neither too hot,
nor too cold. Fresh and Energetic
vibes, more freedom.

This one time during my childhood
I was playing in an inter school
cricket tournament, and I bowled 5
consecutive
wide-balls, which
Shaaf
Hassan
turned the match against my team
Institute of Business
and cost us the match. Thankfully,
Administration
(IBA)
it was just a group stage game and
Hometown:
Karachi
we still made it
to the semi-ﬁnals.
Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
I'm Winter, because people claim I
lack emotions. That isn't true
though. Even though I may appear

Shaaf Hassan
University: Institute of Business
Administration (IBA)
Hometown: Karachi
Q1. What makes you unique?
I'm the kind of a person who
actually works better under
pressure. Adverse situations give
me the adrenaline rush that enables
me to work faster and focus on all
the necessary details.
Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
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primary school. I choked on my
dialogues, like a deer in headlights
and went on to wet my pants on
stage.

Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
The last embarrassing moment that
happened to me was when I was
giving a presentation for a course
at LUMS. Everything was going
brilliant until I gave the conclusion.
That’s when my foot collided with
the table and I slipped in front of
the entire auditorium. Needless to
say, a very serious presentation in a
quiet auditorium shifted to
eruptions of laughter in a second.
The funniest thing was I was
laughing with them while being
embarrassed at the same time.

Raiha Fatima Ali
Lahore University of
Management Sciences (LUMS)
Hometown: Karachi
Q1. What makes you unique?
Something unique about me is that I
love to work in fast paced
environments and challenge myself
continuously. This helps to broaden
my horizons and learn from various
experiences that life has to oﬀer.
Additionally, I am an energetic,
friendly person who can win over
any person and get them
comfortable with me in no time.

Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter? Personally, I feel that I give
spring vibes. Spring denotes a
chirpy, colorful and lively personality which completely resonates with
my own. So, you wouldn’t be
checking the clock while talking to
me. The Spring season brings an
optimistic approach to the way of
life with the curiosity to start new
projects in an energetic manner.
This completely sums up who I am
as a person.

Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
I am winters because I radiate the
idea of warmth; whether it’s baking
fudge brownies or making amma
smile.

Roshaan Ashraf
Ghulam Ishaq Khan Institute
(GIK)
Hometown: Islamabad
Q1. What makes you unique?
My lopsided eye (bonus points if
you ﬁgure out which one) and
having no regrets in life except one:
eating 36 nuggets in one sitting.
Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
Picture this: a shy kid trying to do a
stage play for the ﬁrst time in
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This happened in my freshman year.
I was in the TUC area at GIKI after a
quiz and I saw the instructor
(Shahid Ahmad) who'd taken the
quiz, getting dinner. So I went up to
him and asked a quiz related
question. He sighed and made a
hand gesture of sorts (as in "what a
dumb question"). I mistook the
hand reaching out, for a high ﬁve.
So I high ﬁved..
Walked away immediately after and
didn't show up to his classes for the
next week. :P
Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
Winter! Winter apparel is classy
plus it means layering up.

Fatima Naeem
University: Ghulam Ishaq Khan
Institute (GIK)
Hometown: Peshawar
Q1. What makes you unique?
I like to think I'm a good
communicator. I can easily relate to
other people and be empathetic,
probably because of my diverse sets
of experiences.
Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?

It was the middle of the night and
we were traveling somewhere in
Punjab - we had been traveling for
8+ hours and so, by that point I had
lost all sense of direction and time.
We stopped at this roadside dhaba
called Peshawar hotel and as soon
as I read it, out of sheer excitement,
I exclaimed "we're in pehawar!!!!".
We had no plans of going to
Peshawar or even enter NWFP so
all family, little and big, had a great
time grilling that one tiny moment
of innocence. To this day when we
pass the Quetta Alamgir hotel in
Karachi, there is at least one family
member who will remind me we are
not in Quetta.

Marina Shehzad
University: Habib University
Hometown: Karachi
Q1. What makes you unique?
I would say it is the fact that I can
be very easy to talk to but still
diﬃcult to befriend - however, ek
dafa dosti hojaye, im very low
maintenance. All of these
contradictions can sound very
complex but I think theyre very me.

Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
I think im a bit of all but mostly fall
- I associate fall with curiosity,
some layers for warmth but never
too many, and soft endings. Also, I
love fall colors!

Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
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assume ownership of whatever space
I am in and so currently I am a Lahori.

Shahzar Khan
Lahore University of
Management Sciences (LUMS)
Hometown: Lahore
Q1. What makes you unique?
Something unique about me is the
fact that I have lived all of my life in
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia and came to
Lahore for the ﬁrst time when I got
my admission to LUMS. Despite
almost 20 years in the Middle East,
I do not know a word of Arabic :p.
Also my time abroad has handed
me a constant identity crisis with
the phrase ‘na idhar ka na udhar ka’
but I have realized that I can

Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
I could write a whole research paper
on my embarrassing moments as
there are one too many. One that
stands out is when I was in a
washroom at an international airport
and heard women talking right
outside my stall. I froze for a whole 10
minutes thinking I have walked into a
female toilet by accident and I did not
know what I was supposed to do.
After 10 minutes of waiting, I heard
the women leave and dashed out to
see the sign on the door. It was a
male washroom but 2 women
supervisors had come to observe the
bathroom hygiene. It was
embarrassing, nonetheless.
Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
A somewhat unpopular opinion, but I
love the summers. Going to the
beach, walking around in shorts and
having the ability to do anything
without discomfort are the main
reasons why I love the summers. Also,
the fact that I can use the bathroom
without wearing 50 layers, looking
like a eskimo 24/7 and wanting to kill
myself EVERYTIME i take a shower, is
why summers always trump winters
for me.

Q3. Are you spring, summer, fall, or
winter?
I am winter, I am cold when you
don't take precautions while
dealing with me initially, but you'll
feel a lot more cozy and
comfortable when you start
understanding me.

Muneeb Ur Rehman
Ghulam Ishaq Khan Institute
(GIK)
Hometown: Peshawar
Q1. What makes you unique?
I was the tallest guy in my
university with white hair at an
early age.
Q2. What’s the most embarrassing
thing you remember that has
happened to you?
My cousin showed me a one year
old memory of mine where I was
nose-picking in the same dress I
was wearing when she sent me.
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Feedback

Tell us what you think about this newsletter

Aise focus se baaki kaam
bhe karna chahiye

Fun activites during

Revisiting the glory
"pehli ball try ball" days

Perfected gol roti skills
this quarantine

Quarantine
Pakistan’s next top
model in making

https://forms.gle/jScfVvaEAG6bKPpL8

